Aluminum mobilization by desferrioxamine assessed by microdialysis of the blood, liver and brain.
Aluminum (Al) mobilization by i.v. desferrioxamine (DFO) into blood and into brain and liver extracellular space was followed in the Al-loaded rat using microdialysis probes. Dialyzable extracellular liver Al peaked at an estimated 1360 microgram/l whereas dialyzable blood and extracellular brain Al peaked at 860 and 155-175 microgram/l, respectively. Estimated Al concentrations were derived from dialysate Al from microdialysis probes which was corrected for probe efficiency. Liver Al after DFO was generally greater than blood Al. Both declined over time. The rapid increase in extracellular liver Al above blood Al suggests the ability of DFO to rapidly distribute out of the vascular compartment to mobilize Al from hepatocytes. Presumably an Al-DFO complex was formed and released into blood, from which it was eliminated. Extracellular brain Al and DFO was less than blood Al and did not decline during 5 h. After an i.v. Al-DFO injection to non-Al-loaded rats, blood Al was greater than liver much greater than brain Al, suggesting Al-DFO diffusion down a concentration gradient and demonstrating the ability of Al-DFO to permeate vascular membranes and the blood-brain barrier. The lack of decline of brain extracellular Al after DFO was presumably due to its inability to diffuse into the blood against the concentration gradient. The DFO-induced mobilization of Al in the brain may explain the reports of sudden onset or worsening of encephalopathy associated with DFO treatment of Al-loaded humans.